
X-29 Canard Jet. A Simple Depron Foam Build. 

 

 

 
 

Two full sized X-29 s were built and the first flew in 1984. 

 

They were experimental aircraft, testing this unusual configuration of a canard jet with swept forwards 

wings. 

 

The wings were partially of graphite epoxy to resist adverse twisting forces. 

 

The C of G was located well aft of the aerodynamic centre which gave it inherent instability, but making 

it highly manoeuvrable. To make it able to fly at all with this C of G location required stabilization by 3 

digital computers and these were backed up by 3 analogue computers. 

 

Proving reliable, the pair of X29's flew a total of 422 research test flights and 14 other flights and the 

X29 was apparently the first forward swept wing aircraft to break the sound barrier.  

 

The forward swept wings demonstrated prevention of tip stalling at moderate angles of attack and an 

impressive high alpha angle of attack of 67 degrees was reached.  

 

The flight control concepts were developed - how else? - 'in the best possible way', by dropping a 22% 

X29, Radio Controlled model. (a glider version, I presume, dropped from a full sized aircraft). 

 

 

So, here's my radio controlled foam model of the X29 - I doubt their model was quite as flimsy as my 

Foamie, but then I bet my X29 airframe was somewhat cheaper than theirs - mine coming in at less than 

£15 for foam, glue and carbon fibre tubes. 

 

I opted to build my X29 from a mix of Grey and White Depron Foam. This was purely to give a change 

from the model being all white - and achieving this without the need to use any paints. Depron sheets of 

6mm thickness was used throughout.  

http://www.goosedalemodelflyingclub.co.uk/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=1833#p4383


It should be noted though, that the grey Depron foam sheet is not as ridged as the white. I say this in 

case others should opt to make wings out of grey Depron without going for the additional anti twist 

property, that was added here, by virtue of extra laminations of white Depron. These laminations were 

added on the top and bottom of the wings, glued onto approximately the leading 40% wing cord area 

and so forming a KF4 aerofoil section. 

 

 
 

The Main Foam Parts - laid out with the plane's front on the left 

 

In addition to the parts in the photo, there are the multiple laminations of Depron that make up the Nose 

block and similarly the canopy block. I added the previously mentioned white leading edge strips - so 

giving a KF4  aerofoil - for improved lift drag ratio over that achieved with a flat plate section.  

Try Googling: KF4  aerofoil. 

 

Each wing has a carbon fibre tube glued into a groove all the way out to the wing tips, giving the wings 

strength and increased rigidity. The position for these can be seen in the photo, drawn on the grey foam 

as a forwards facing V. The two CF tubes, of this V shape, come together at the centre of the fuselage 

and are 'plugged' and epoxied into a small piece of 1/4" hard plywood, so producing a solid, wingtip to 

wingtip spar . 

 

The fin also has two slotted stiffening inserts. 

 

The build took about 3 days from foam sheets to flyable plane. 

 

It has a pleasing, lively performance on a 1800mah 3 cell Lipo, using a 6 x 4 prop on a 2208/8,  2600kv 

motor. Flight times coming in at about 8 or 9 minutes. 

 

 



 

 
 

Well into the Build 

 

 

The only slightly demanding bit of this build are the 'bearings' for the carbon fibre foreplane spar. The 

aim is to give an all moving canard surface that is square on to the fuselage when viewed from above 

and horizontally true as well - the 'bearings' - inserts made of thin ply, are drilled to take the carbon fibre 

spar and have no slop but also don't bind. Also the canards are set accurately on the spar to give a really 

small gap between their root edge and the fuselage sides, yet they don't touch the fuselage as they 

change their angle of attack under control of the elevator servo.  

The spar, once in position, also has to be prevented from sliding through the fuselage, or one side or the 

other of the canard will start to bind on the side of the fuselage with consequent loss of movement and 

control. This was achieved by careful positioning and gluing in place, onto the CF spar, two 'washers' 

cut out of Depron. And these 'washers' were snug against the thin ply 'bearing' inserts. 

 



 

 

The canard isn't big enough to give all the pitch authority required, so this is augmented by also using 

the ailerons as elevators ie elevons. The canard elevator function is mixed with the elevons on the 

transmitter, so as elevons move up, the trailing edge of the canards moves down to lift the nose. 

 

 

 
 

The Finished Article 

 

Unlike the real X29, this one has it's C of G in the correct place for stable flight and very stable it is, too. 

 

It only requires 4 channel radio: one for each aileron so they can be mixed as elevons, one channel for 

elevator (that's the foreplane mixed with the ailerons) and one for throttle. A rudder isn't required and if 

one is used it produces adverse effects that feel a bit weird (the fuselage yaws correctly but the forward 

sweep of the wings gives an anhedral effect - that's the opposite effect to dihedral - so that means a yaw 

to the left produces a roll that's to the right !!)... don't fit a moving rudder - it flys very nicely with a 

fixed one. 

And with a 6" x 4" prop spinning as a pusher just behind it. 

 

 

 

I've launched this model sometimes with an underhand throw and sometimes with a discus style, wingtip 

lob, but my preferred method - for a consistently good  launch - is off of a bungee ramp - a small hook 

being fastened to a thin ply plate glued under the fuselage about 330mm from the point of the nose (ie. 

some 228mm forward of the C of G). 

 



 
Making use of the Goosedale MFC Bungee Launcher 

 

The plan for the X29 was downloaded and printed out from:  

 

http://www.parkjets.com/free-plans/ 

 

A couple of You Tube clips - one of two RC X29's being flown - showing how well they do fly and 

another clip of the real X29 in action: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzQdgVH5j9o 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0FXeUjjoXw 

 

 

http://www.parkjets.com/free-plans/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzQdgVH5j9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0FXeUjjoXw


 


